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ABSTRACT 
We develop acanonical analysis both without constraints and under constraints for 
subspaces of Euclidean space. We also look into a canonical analysis of operators. We 
then apply the definitions and some of the results to the field of probability and 
statistics. © 1997 Elsevier Science Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The canonical analysis of two random vectors X and Y respectively 
d d -valued and R '-valued is well known; it was introduced by Hotelling [28], 
and there are classical approaches in Anderson [1] and, in a way which is 
better connected with this paper, in Eaton [19]. An algebraic (and geometri- 
cal) basis of this analysis may be found in terms of the canonical analysis of 
suitable linear spaces (cf. Dauxois and Pousse [13]); this latter paper is a 
general and synthetical approach (Hilbertian framework). It seems to us 
useful to develop and complete this study for Euclidean spaces, so generaliz- 
ing some relatively recent works. 
Section 2 gives notation, and for convenience states results which are 
useful for the sequel; a concept of angle between subspaces i studied, which 
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leads in Section 3 to two equivalent definitions of canonical analysis of 
subspaces. One of them is coordinate free and leads to uniqueness; it is 
introduced in a natural enough way from angles; the other, in spite of its 
nonuniqueness, eems more operational. Some properties of this analysis are 
studied; the problem of invariance is considered, and a canonical analysis 
under linear constraints is investigated. Finally, we sketch the study of a 
canonical analysis of linear mappings and/or matrices, which it would 
perhaps be useful to develop. In the last part, we indicate some applications 
to the case of random variables. We essentially consider the case of Euclidean 
random vectors. Nevertheless, we succinctly recall how correspondence 
analysis and (factorial) discriminant analysis combine with the described 
framework. 
In all of the paper, we essentially use operators, but the "translation" into 
matrix terms--however generally obvious--is indicated. This functional ap- 
proach is in particular justified by the following reason: 
In our opinion, canonical analysis of subspaces attains its full interest only 
when definitions and results are extended to the infinite-dimensional case, 
thus allowing one to develop completely the concepts of linear and nonlinear 
canonical analyses (and even other analyses). This extension is not very 
difficult for the Hilbertian case when the Euclidean one (with its functional 
approach) is known. Recent developments in studying functional data have 
shown that it would be of some interest to work with more sophisticated 
spaces; Dossou-Gb~t~ [18] proposes to use locally convex and separable 
topological spaces. Several recent and previous works (for example, Hannan 
[27], Jewell and Bloomfield [29], Leurgans, Moyeed, and Silverman [33]) may 
be seen from this point of view. 
In the interest of brevity, certain proofs and background iscussion will be 
omitted. A more leisurely discussion of ideas in this paper is given in a 
companion paper (Dauxois and Nkiet [16]). 
2, ANGLES BETWEEN SUBSPACES 
We first collect some basic definitions and results concerning (finite- 
dimensional) Euclidean spaces; at the same time we specify notation. The 
original part of this work really begins in Section 2.4. 
2.1. Some Mathematical Background 
(H, ( . , .  }) and (~, ( . , .  )x) are Euclidean spaces (thus, they are real 
and finite-dimensional spaces; dim H = r); ]1" II is the norm associated with 
the inner product ( ",- }. We denote by S the unit sphere of H, and by 
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Sa(H) the space of operators on H (in other words, of linear maps from H 
into H). The space .~(H)  is equipped with the norm I1" I1~ : L ~ .~(H)  
supu ~ s IIL(u)ll. When we choose a basis of H, the same letter represents 
both an operator and its matrix. For any subset F of H, we denote by LI F 
the map defined on F by LIF u = Lu (u ~ F). The expression .~(H, ,~,  
occasionally used, denotes of course the space of the operators (linear maps) 
from H into X. 
For each (u, v) ~ H ×,~,~(u ~0,  v ~ 0), the tensor product of u and v 
is the rank-one operator f ~ H ~ (u ® vXf) = (f ,u)v ~.  Specifically, 
when H and ,,~ are spaces of operators, the tensor product of u and v is 
denoted by u ~ v. 
For all operator K ~Sa(H),  we denote by R(K)  (Ker K; K*) its range 
(its kernel; its adjoint); r(K) = dim R(K)  is the rank of K; sp K [sp* K] is 
the spectrum of K [is (sp K) - {0}]; p*(K) = max{IAI; A~ ~ sp K} is the 
spectral radius of K. For each nonzero eigenvalue A in sp K, Ex(K) is the 
eigenspace associated with )t. 
The symbol • (e )  stands for orthogonal sum (difference). The orthogo- 
nal complement of a subspace F of H is denoted by F ~. Sometimes, 
orthogonality will be denoted by 3_. The subspace spanned by a family 
5 r= (f~), ~ t of elements of n is denoted by span{f~; i ~ I}. We denote by 
II F the orthogonal projector onto F (eventually, some specific notation will 
be used). 
2.2. Singular-Value Decomposition for an Operator 
All the results stated in this section are standard, but it is convenient to 
recall them. Given K ~ Sa(H) (K ~ 0), the spectrum of the nonnegative 
symmetric operator KK* (K 'K)  is in R+; each (strictly) positive eigenvalue 
can be written p2 (with p > 0), and, since K ~ 0, KK* admits at least a 
nonzero eigenvalue. The following result is easily shown. 
LEMMA 2.1. For each unit eigenvector f of KK* associated with the 
nonzero eigenvalue p2, g = p-1K, f  is a unit eigenvector of K*K associated 
with p2, andwe havef= p-lKg, p = IIK*fll = IIKgll. 
When f '  is a unit eigenvector of KK* associated with the nonzero 
eigenvalue p'~ and is orthogonal to f, g and g' = p' - l  K*f' are orthogonal 
unit eigenvectors of K * K. 
We denote b~ s (~<r) the rank of KK* (or K 'K) ,  and by 
t2 r2 Pl . . . . .  Pi . . . . .  P'~ the nonincreasing complete sequence of nonzero eigen- 
12 values of KK* [that is, p~2 >t P~+I, 1 ~< i ~< s - 1, and an eigenvalue p~ is 
repeated im Ep~(KK*) times]. The (strictly) decreasing sequence of nonzero 
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eigenvalues of KK* (or K 'K)  (an eigenvalue p2 appears only once, what- 
ever the multiplicity of p2 is) is denoted by (pj2)j= 1 ..... p. For any j, we 
set sj = dim Ep](KK*) = dim Ep~(K*K), Pl = 1, and vj = 1 + ~,J-=l 1 s k 
( j  > 1). So we have s = EP= 1 sk, and we have the following classical result 
basic for our study: 
PROPOSITION 9,.1. Le t f l  . . . . .  f /  . . . . .  fs be an orthonormal sy_stem of unit 
eigenvectors associated with the nonzero eigenvalues p,2 . . . . .  p~2 . . . . .  p:2 of 
KK*. Setting gi = P~-lK*fi, we have 
$ 
i=1 i=1 
K= ~ ' ®f/, Pi gi 
i=1 
(i) 
and the analogous equalities obtained by permuting K and K* and by 
permuting f i and gi. 
The sequence (P~)i= 1 ...... is the nonincreasing complete sequence of the 
nonzero singular values of K (or of K*), and the equality (i) is the 
singular-value decomposition or Schmidt decomposition of K (cf. Gohberg 
and Krejn [23]). Even if each singular value is simple, the decomposition (i) is 
not unique, in the sense that each (f~, g~) can be replaced by (-f~, -g~). Of 
course, this decomposition corresponds to the singular-value decomposition 
for matrices. 
More generally, given an operator [a symmetric operator] K ~.~(H) ,  we 
denote by (s~(K))i~ 1...... [(Ai(K))iffi 1 ...... ] the nonincreasing complete se- 
quence of nonzero singular values [eigenvalues] of K. 
2.3. Orthogonal Projector onto a Subspace 
Let W be the subspace spanned by a system 8 ~ = (ei)~= l p (e, ~ H). 
For each a = (a 1 . . . . . .  a t . . . . .  ap) ~ R p, La = ~,Pffil a, ei ~'H'  defines an 
operator from R P into H whose range is W. When • P is equipped with its 
canonical basis and its usual scalar product ( . , . )p ,  the matrix of F,, = 
L*L : a ~ R P ~ ( . . . ,  Y'.~ffi 1(ej, e i) ai,.. .  ) ~ R P, again denoted by F~r, is 
the Gram matrix F~ = ((ej, el)) associated with the system ~. We have 
II w = HR(L) = L(L*L ) -L* ,  (2.1) 
where (L 'L ) -  is the Moore-Penrose inverse of L*L. 
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When ~ is a basis of W (thus, L is a one-to-one map and F~, is 
invertible), it is the same to choose a ~ R P as to choose f ~ W where 
f = La. A system (f~)i ~ t of elements belonging to W is orthonormal if and 
only if the associated system (or,) t~ i (with f~ = La~) is Fs~-orthonormal (that 
is, orthonormal for the inner product defined on R P by (u, v ) r, = (u, F~ v ) ); 
putting a, = I'~/~ai, (ai) i z i is an orthonormal system in R P. 
2.4. Angle of Two Subspaces 
2.4.1. Definition. Maximal Canonical Coefficient. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let F and G be two subspaces of (H, ( ' , ' ) ) .  We 
define the angle of F and G as ~p(F, G) ~ [0, ~r/21 such that cos ~(F, G) = 
sup{(f, g); f~  F C3 S, g ~ G N S}. The number p(F, G) = cos ~p(F, G) is 
called the maximal canonical coefficient of F and G. 
2.4.2. Some Properties. Clearly, p(F, G) belongs to [0, 1] and satisfies 
the following obvious properties: 
(1) p(F, G) = p(G, F). 
(2) If F'  (G') is a subspace of F (G), then p(F', G') <~ p(F, G). 
(3) p(F, G)= 0 [i.e. ~p(F, G)= ¢r/2] if and only if F and G are 
orthogonal. 
(4) p(F, G) = 1 [i.e. ~p(F, G) = 0] if and only if F N G ¢: {0}. 
(5) p(F, G) = p(HF(G), G) = p(F, r idE) )  = p(nr(G), riG(F)). 
Moreover, when p(F, G) ~ O, we have more precisely 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Setting trF, c = HFHcH F, we have p(F,G) = 
~/p*(~rF,c). For each unit eigenvector fo of err, G associated with the 
eigenvalue p2(F, G), /et go = P - l (F ,  G)IIcf0" Then p(F, G) = ( fo, go) = 
Ill-It f011 = IlIIcIIFIl® = IlIIFIIcll~. 
Proof. We have 
p*((rv,G) = max{((rF,G(f) , f )  ; f ~ S} = max{((rF,G(f) , f )  ; f ~ F n S}, 
where in the second equality trF, c is regarded as an element of -2'~(F). For 
each ( f, g) ~ (F × G) N S 2, the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality leads to 
( f ,  g> = (nz f ,  g> ~ I lncfl l-- ~/(~,G( f ) , f )  ~ ~/P*(crF, c)" 
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The first inequality is an equality if and only if g = I I Y I j I I -1H j .  The 
second is an equality if and only if f is some unit eigenvector f0 of err, c 
having eigenvalue P*(erF c)" Thus, we obtain the required results with 
go = IIl-Icf011-1IIGf0 (and then IIHcf011 = (f0, go) = p(F,G)).  
The equality err, c = ( I I r I I c ) ( I IF I Ic )*  (which proves that err, G is a 
nonnegative symmetric operator) gives IIIIcflFIl~ = [p*(erF, c)] 1 /~= 
p(F, G). • 
The previous proposition leads us to examine the spectrum of err, c and 
to compare it to the spectra of UF, c = Hr I I  c and Vr, c = (UF, G)Ir. 
2.4.3. An Interesting Operator. For any f~ F, we have err, o f  = 
[IF, c f  = Vr, of. I f  f E n is an eigenvector of one of these operators associ- 
ated with a nonzero eigenvalue, f belongs necessarily to F. Clearly, we have 
sp*err, c = sp* Ur. c = sp* Vr, c, and from the inequality Ilerr, cll~ -<< 1 we 
deduce that the spectrum of these operators is included in [0, 1]. We can 
readily obtain the two following results: 
LEMMA 2.2. 
(i) KerU*r,c = Kero¥, c = (F ~ G ±) • F 1 ,. KerVr, c = F N G ± 
(ii) R(Ur, c) = R(err, c) = R(VF, c) = F 0 (F N G±). 
(iii) When F N G -¢ {0}, El(err, c) = EI(Ur, c) = EI(Vr, c) = F ¢q G. 
(iv) I f  f and f '  are orthogonal eigenvectors of CrF, c, then I I c f  and n~f '  
are also orthogonal. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let F and G be subspaces of H, and p be an element of 
]0, 1]. The following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) Ep~(o¥, c) = F and Ep~(erc, r) = G. 
(ii) There exists orthogonal bases (fi)i=l ...... ofF  and (gi)i=l ...... of G 
which are biorthogonal and such that 
Vi = 1 . . . . .  s ( f~,gi)  = P" 
(iii) I IFl-laII F ----- p2IIF and I lcl-IFII c = p2H c. 
Moreover, when p ~ 1, they are equivalent to 
(iv) There exists a partial isometric operator U and a partial isometric 
operator V with initial sets F and final sets respectively G and included in G ± 
such that l-I v = pU + ~ - p2 V. 
Under these conditions F and G have the same dimension. 
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LEMMA 2.4. Let F and G be nonorthogonal subspaces. We consider the 
orthogonal sums F = F 1 • F 2 and G = G 1 • G 2 such that F i is orthogonal 
to G 3_ i (i = 1, 2). Then we have 
q~(F1,G1) < ~p(F2,G2) [o rp(F1 ,G1)  > p(F2 ,G2)  ] 
if  and only i f  F 1 and GI include respectively the eigenspace of (rF, c and the 
eigenspace of (re, e associated with the spectral radius of these operators. 
Proof. From the assumptions we deduce that 
trr, c = trF~,c ~ + crF~,c ~ and trc, ~ = o'c~,e ~ + trC~,F 2
and that R(trvl,c ) and R(o'v2, c~) are orthogonal. Thus, f is an eigenvector f
o¥, c associated with )t 2 if and only if it is an eigenvector for o¥,, c,, for one i, 
associated with 2, 2. Therefore, the maximal canonical coefficient of F 1 and 
G 1 is strictly greater than that of F 2 and G 2 if and only if it is the maximal 
canonical coefficient, say p, of F and G: that means (see Lemma 2.3) that F l 
[G 1 ] includes Ep~(trF, c) [ Ep2(trc, F)]" • 
3. CANONICAL ANALYSIS (CA) OF TWO SUBSPACES 
Two equivalent definitions of CA of two subspaces of a Euclidean space 
are proposed. The first one possesses the advantage of being coordinate free 
and leading to a unique "object," but does not seem very useful in practice. 
The second one loses uniqueness, but is probably more operational. 
3.1. Definition and Existence 
We first give: 
DEFINITION 3.1. We define a CA of the two subspaces F and G as any 
joint representation f F and G as a direct sum of minimal-dimensional 
spaces F = ~j~+l I Fj and G = ~jP__+l 1 Gj such that: 
(i) For any ( j ,k )  ~ {1,2 . . . . .  p + 1} 2 (j ~ k), Fj is orthogonal to F k 
and G k and on the other hand Gj is orthogonal to G k and F k. 
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(ii) The sequence (~o(Fj, Gj))j= 1 ..... p+l is strictly increasing in [0, ~r/2[ 
and q~(Fp+ l, Gp+ 1) = "rr/2 when Up+ 1 and Gp+ 1 are not {0}. 
The coefficient pj = cos q~(Fj, Gj) is termed the jth canonical coefficient, 
and (Fj, Gj) is called the j th canonical pair (of spaces). Thus, the sequence 
of canonical coefficients is a decreasing real sequence (in fact, each coeffi- 
cient belongs to [0, 1]). The triple 
( (P j ) j= I  ..... p, "= Fj, "= Gj 
will be termed the principal part of the CA of F and G [we will also say of 
the pair (F, G)]. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. For each pair (F, G) of subspaces of H, there exists a 
unique CA. It is characterized by: 
(1) p ~<s =r(o'v, c )=r (o 'c , r ) ;  Fp+ 1 =FCh Kertre, c; Gp+ 1= GN 
Ker trc, F. 
(2) ( pj2 = cos 2 q~(Fj, Gj))j= 1 ..... p is the decreasing sequence of the 
nonzero eigenvalues of trF, c (or ~c, F )" 
(3) For j <<, p, one has Fj = Ep~(trF, c), Gj = Eo~(trc, v), Flcj = 
pj-2HcHFjHc, and Hvj = p72IIFII%Hv. 
Proof. Existence and uniqueness are an immediate consequence of 
Lemma 2.4 and of minimality conditions for the dimensions of Fj and Gj. 
Denoting by ( pj2)j=l ..... p the decreasing sequence of the nonzero eigenvalues 
of ore, c [so p ~< s = r(tre, c)], we consider, for j = 1, F 1 = Ep~(trF, c) and 
G 1 = Ep~(trG, v). The first canonical coefficient is the maximal canonical 
coefficient. Lemma 2.4 is again used for F' = F e F 1 and G' =G O G 1 
(which have an angle strictly less than that of F and G), and one remarks that 
p~ is then the greatest eigenvalue of oF, , c', and so on recursively. Clearly, 
[ ] ] 
j= l  "= 
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2 are  eigenspaces assoc ia ted  w i th  the  eigenvalue pp + 1 ---- 0 o f  OF, G and trc. F 
respectively when their dimensions are not zero. One has 
p p+l  
°¥,c = E PfIIFj; IIF----- E IIF/ 
j= l  j= l  
p p+l  
OrG,F = E 21-I pj ~j; rio = ~ IIc~, 
j= l  j= l  
and from the obvious equalities 
I Ic I I  5 = II%II 5 = I IcjIIF, 
it follows that 
o¥,cIIFj = pfIIFj = IIFHGIIFI-I~j = HFH%HF, 
so IIFj = pj-2HFH%H F, and the analogous equality H% = p~IHcHF jH  c is 
obtained by permuting spaces. • 
First, notice two "pathological" cases that will be put away in the sequel. 
Of course, 0 is the only canonical coefficient of F and G if and only if these 
spaces are orthogonal. Furthermore, one has 
LEMMA 3.1. Assume that F and G are nonorthogonal subspaces. Then, 
(1) when G c F or F c G, p~ ~ {O, 1} (i >l 1). 
(2) p~ ~ {0, 1} (i >/ 1} i f  and ony i f  F e (F  N G) ± G e (F  N G). 
Henceforth, we use notation introduced in Section 2.2 and Proposition 
2.1 with K = 1FIFII c and s = r(trt, c). For j = 1 . . . . .  p, denote by {f~; 
i = uj . . . . .  vj+ 1 - 1} an orthonormal basis of Fj made up of unit eigen- 
vectors of oF, a associated with the eigenvalue pf. Then {g, = pi-lI Icft; 
i = v . . . . . .  uj+ 1 - 1} is an orthonormal basis of G, constituted of eigen- 
J • * . 2 vectors of o'c. F associated with the same elgenva~ue pj.  The sequences 
(f~)i=l ...... and (g,)i=l ...... are obviously biothogonal and built with ele- 
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ments in F and G respectively such that 
p'l = max{ ( f , g); f ~ S N F, g ~ S cq G} 
and, putting A i = [span{fx . . . . .  f/_l}] ± and B i = [span{g 1. . . . .  g i_ l}]  ±, for 
i>1 ,  
p~ = max{( f ,  g); f ~ S n At, g ~ S ¢q B,}. 
Thus, the CA introduced by Definition 3.1 is associated with the triple 
(( P~)i= 1 ...... +1, ( f / ) i= 1 ..... dim F, (gi)t=l ..... dim G), 
where s is the rank common to (re. G and cry, F, P~ ÷ 1 is always 0, and when 
Ker V/~ c ~ {0} (respectively, Ker Vc, F 4: {0}), the set {fi; i > s} ({g,; i > s}) 
is a basis of KerV~, C = F ¢q G ± (of Ker Vc, i~ = G A F±) .  
Reciprocally, given such a triple, the CA of F and G is easily deduced 
from it. Indeed,,for j = 1 . . . . .  p, we have pj = p'j and 
Pp+, = P]+I = O, Fp+, = span(L ; /  > s}, Gp+ 1 = span{gi; i > s}; 
Fj = span{fi; i --- uj . . . . .  l,'j+ 1 - 1}, Gj=span{g, ; i=  uj . . . . .  uj+ 1 - 1} 
[of course, when s = dim F (s = dim G), one has Fp+ 1 = {0} (Gp+ 1 = {0})], 
So we can formulate the following equivalent definition for a CA. 
DEFINITION 3.2. We define a CA of the subspaces F and G as any triple 
( (  P~) i=I  . . . . . .  +1' ( f / ) i= l  ..... dim F'  (g i ) i= l  ..... dimG) 
where ( P~)i = 1 ...... is a nonincreasing sequence of nonzero real numbers and 
P~+l =0,  and where the systems {f~, i=  1 . . . . .  dim F} and {gi; i=  
1 . . . . .  dim G} are biorthogonal systems of elements of F and G respectively 
such that 
P'l = max{( f ,g ) ;  f ~ S n F, g ~ S fq G}, (3.1) 
p~=max{( f ,g ) ; f~SnA, ,g~SnB,}  (2 ~<i ~<s). (3.2) 
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Such a triple is likewise obtained by spectral analysis of o'F, c (or o'c, F or 
UF, c). When the rank s common to trF, c and trc, F is strictly less than 
dim F (dim G), the system {f~; i > s} ({gi; i > s}~>~) is a basis of F N G"  
(G f3 F±). 
The pair (fi, gi) is termed the ith canonical pair for F and G. The triple 
(( P~)i= 1 ....... (f~),= 1 ....... (gi) i=l ...... ) 
is again called a principal part of the canonical analysis of F and G. 
Eventually, we must complete this triple with the zero eigenvalue of VF, c, a 
basis of the kernel of VF, c, and a basis of Vc, F to achieve the canonical 
analysis of F and G. The sequence ( p~)i = 1 ...... is said to the the nonincreas- 
ing complete sequence of nonzero canonical coefficients of the CA of F and 
G, (pj)j= 1 ..... p being called the decreasing sequence of nonzero canonical 
coefficients. 
Let us notice that contrary to the first notion of CA, such a triple is not 
unique (even if all the eigenvalues of trF, c are simple; see Section 2.2) and 
that one has 
t2 ~ t O'F, c = p, ~ ®~ and UF, G ~-  p~g~ ® f~. 
i=1 i=1 
From a theoretical point of view, the interest of the Hilbert-Schmidt decom- 
position of UF,~ is that all the elements of the principal part of the CA 
appears in it. 
3.2. How Concretely to Obtain a CA 
Suppose two subspaces F, G of H have given generating systems 
(generally nonorthonormal). Our purpose in this section is to construct 
explicitly a CA for (F, G) by forming a certain matrix and diagonalizing it. It 
is convenient to do so with more symmetrical notation allowed by the use of 
indices. 
Henceforth, for l = 1, 2, W l is a pt-dimensional subspace of H (0 < 
Pt < r), and Pt is the associated orthogonal projector. We denote by Wl~ 
[instead of (Wz)'] the orthogonal complement of W z, and PI • is the 
associated orthogonal projector. For two different elements l and k in 
A ={1,2 ,1±,2"} ,  we put Wt, k=WtAWk and qt, k=d imWl ,  k. When 
Wt, k ¢: {0}, IIz, k is the orthogonal projector onto this space. For each l ~ A, 
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we set 
U l = e le3_ l  = U~_l ,  V l = Uew,  Or l = e le3_ le l  = UiUl*. 
In accordance with Lemma 3.1, we know that W 1 and W 2 have a CA with 
only 1 as a nonzero canonical coefficient if and only if, on the one hand, 
W1, 2 # {0}, and on the other hand, (W 1 o W1, 2) _1_ (W 2 o W1,2). We denote 
by (pj) j= 1 ..... p the decreasing sequence of the nonzero canonical coeffi- 
cients. For j = 1 . . . . .  p, sj stands for the multiplicity of the eigenvalue P7 of 
(r t. When ql,2 :~ 0, Pl = 1, and its multiplicity is s 1 = ql,2. We put pp+ l = O. 
When Wt.(3_l)~¢: {0,}, then Pp+l is an eigenvalue of V l with Sp+ 1 = 
r - s = r - ~jP=I sj. So, the complete sequence of canonical coefficients is 
(Pi) i=l ...... +1, wzth pj = Pvj (1 -~j -.~ p) and Ps+l = 0. 
Consider the usual Euclidean space R pt. For l = 1,2, let ~t = {et n; 
n = 1 , . . . ,  Pt} be a system which spans W t and L l be the mapping from R P~ 
into H defined by 
L l :  a = (a  1 . . . . .  a . . . . . .  apt ) E Rpt  ~-) 
Pl 
E anel,  n E H .  
n=l  
The Pl × Pk matrix of FI, k = L~L k (simply written F t when l=  k) is 
Ft, k = (Tin, n), where Ym,, = <ek, n, el, m> (as usual, the first index numbers a 
row). 
From (2.1), we deduce Pl = LtFI-L~ and U l = LiFt-Ft,3_zF3_lL*_ t. The 
operator K l K 3_ t, where g t = F l- El, 3- l, belongs to Sa(R P0, and its spectral 
analysis is obtained by considering the square matrix (of order p~) 
Fz-Fl, a_tF3-_lF3_t,l. Possibly after a new enumeration, without loss of gener- 
ality we focus on U 1 chosen such that Pl < P2. Firstly, we obtain 
LEMMA 3.2. Let ~t (1 = 1, 2) be a linear mapping from the Euclidean 
space (~l, ( "," )l) into H, and C an operator from ~ into ~1 whose range 
is included in R(~'~*). Then the spectral analysis of A = ~1C~ is deduced 
from that of B = C~1 and conversely. 
By using this lemma with ~ = Rm, ~l = Lt, and C = F~-F1,2F2-, it is 
clear that the spectral analysis of K 1K 2 furnishes that of U 1. Orthonormality 
of the eigenvectors f/ of U 1 associated to nonzero eigenvalues p~2 of U 1 
corresponds to Fl-orthonormality of associated eigenvectors oti of K1K 2. 
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,)-1K Setting f /=  L 1 a i and [3 i = ( pi 2 at, we can prove 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let (p~2)i= 1 ...... be the nonincreasing sequence of 
nonzero eigenvalues of K1K 2, and (at)t= 1 ...... an associated Fl-orthonormal 
sequence of eigenvectors. Then 
(( P;) ,=, ....... (L l (  at))t~<~, (L2(/3t))t~<~), 
where for each i ~ {1 . . . . .  s}, /3 i = ( p~)- lK2a , (and a, = ( p~)-l K 1 ~i) is a 
principal part of the CA of W 1 and W 2. 
The sequence (/3i) t = 1 ...... /s an F2-orthonormal sequence of eigenvectors 
of K 2 K 1 associated with the eigenvalues (p~2)t= l ...... • 
The pair (at , /3 i) will be termed the ith canonical factor for W 1 and W 2 
(associated with canonical coefficient p~). The previous result shows that the 
CA of W 1 and W 2 is obtained by diagonalizing the matrix F~-F~.2F2-F2,1. 
Instead of KtK3_ l, we may introduce the nonnegative symmetric operator 
from ~ pt into itself defined by 
a 1 = 
which verifies (Fl-)l/ZRt(Fs_l) 1/2 = KlK3_l, and so we obtain 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let ( ,2 Pi )i= 1 ...... be the nonincreasing sequence of 
the nonzero eigenvalues of R 1 and (ai)i= 1 ...... an associated orthonormal 
sequence of eigenvectors. Then 
~/z b (( P:)i=l . . . . . . .  (gx ( r l ) l /2 (a i ) ) i , s , (g2( r2 )  (i))i~<s) 
is a principal part of the CA of W 1 and W z. Moreover, (bi)i= 1 ...... is an 
orthonormal sequence of eigenvecCors of R 2 associated with the eigenvalues 
p2 
Pi • 
Thus, in practice CA of W 1 and W~ is constructed from the eigen- 
elements of the symmetric matrix (of order Pl) 
R, = 
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3.3. Some Properties of CA 
Firstly, we have 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let F, F', G, and G' be subspaces of H such that 
F' c F and G' c G. Denote by ( P~')i=l ..... k and (P~)~=I ...... the complete 
sequence of nonzero canonical coefficients of (F' ,  G') and (F, G) respec- 
tively. Then 
k <~ s and p~' <~ p~ ( l~<i~<k) .  (3.3) 
eroof  . 
t = r(Vr,  c ) r(VF, c )  = s and 
Since Vr, c = IIr,vF, GIF,, we have (see Dieudonn6 [17, p. 326]) 
A,(VF, c ) ~< p~2 Vi = 1 . . . . .  t. 
(3.4) 
On the other hand, for each u ~ F', 
((VF, c - VF, ~,)u,u)  =(ne, (nc  - n~, )u ,u )  =(n~o~,u ,u  ) >t O. 
as V~, c - VF', ~' is a nonnegative operator, it follows that 
k = r(VF,,c, ) <~ r(VF, c ) = t and p~'~ <~ A,(Ve,,G ) Vi = 1 . . . . .  k. 
By combining (3.4) and (3.5), the resuk follows. 
As we have 
(3.5) 
I IFI Ic = IIF,II c, + Ilvov,II a, + rlF,I lco c, + IIFoF,IIcoc, (3.6) 
and [see (3.3)] 
tr IIFII c 1> tr I-IF,Ha,, 
we may express results given (in a particular case) by Fujikoshi [21] as follows: 
LEMMA 3.3. Let F, F', G, and G' be subspaces of H such that F' c F 
and G' c G. The following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) I I F I I  c = I IF , I I~, ;  
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(ii) tr I IFII c = tr IIF,IIc,; 
(iii) (GOG')cF '±,(FOF')CG' ' ,and(FSF' )C(GOG')  ±; 
(iv) GeG'  cF  ± andFeF '  cG ' .  
Now, with the notation and hypotheses as in Proposition 3.4, we consider 
the following problem: to find conditions uch that principal parts of the CAs 
of (F' ,  G') and (F, G) coincide. 
PaOPOSITION 3.5. Let (F, G) be a pair of subspaces of H. We denote by 
(pj)j=  ..... .= g ,  .= q 
the principal part of its CA, and by ( p~)~ =1 ...... the nonincreasing complete 
sequence of its nonzero canonical coefficients. Let F' (G') be a subspace ofF  
(G). We denote by (P~')i= 1 ..... k the nonincreasing complete sequence of the 
nonzero canonical coefficients of F' and G'. Then the following properties are 
equivalent: 
(i) (F, G) and (F', G') have the same principal part; 
(ii) tr IIFFI c = tr IIF,l-lc,; 
(iii) k = s, and Vi = 1 . . . . .  k, p~' = p~; 
(iv) (FeF ' )cG ± and(GeG' )cF  ±; 
(v) Vj = 1 . . . .  ,p ,  Fj cF '  andGj c G'. 
Proof. (i) is equivalent o ([IF, c =) IIFII c = IIF,I-I c, (= UF, c,) (or 
o'p, c = oF'. c'). The equivalence between properties (i), (ii), and (iv) results 
immediately from Lemma 3.3. 
A glance at the proof of Proposition 3.4 shows that (iii) is true if and only 
if inequalities (3.4) and (3.5) are equalities, and so if and only if one has on 
the one hand 1-IF,IIclF, = I I F I I c l r  and F e F' a KerVF, c, and on the 
other hand, Vr, c, = VF, c. From this results oF, c = IIelIcl-I F, = ~c',c', 
and therefore (i). 
Furthermore, when (i) is satisfied, tre, c and ~F',c' have the same 
eigenspaces a sociated with the same nonzero eigenvalues, o 
V j= I  . . . .  ,p ,  F~ a R(o-F, c,) a F'  
and symmetrically analogous inclusions; consequently, (v) is true. 
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Finally, if (v) holds, we have 
P P 
~) Fj C F' and ~) Gj 
j=l  j=l 
c G'; 
thus, 
and similarly G e G' c F x , which leads to (iv). 
From the above result, given subspaces F and G of H, we are able to 
determine the pair (F' ,  G') of subspaces of H with minimal dimensions 
which includes the whole "information" contained in the CA of F and G, 
that is to say (see Lemma 3.3), such that the property 
F 'cF ,  G 'cG,  FeF 'cG ±, and GeG'cF± (~F,C) 
is verified. Firstly, let us give 
LEMMA 3.4. 
(1) The subspaces F e (F n G ") and G e (G n F ±) satisfy (-~F.c). 
(2) For each F' and G' of H such that (~F, c) holds, one has 
Fe(FnGZ)  cF  ' and Ge(GnF±)cG '. 
This lemma shows that the subspaces F e (F n G ') and G e (G c3 F ") 
are very important for the CA of F and G; thus, it is of interest o express 
these orthogonal differences as ranges of operators (of course different from 
VF, c or Vc, F). 
LEMMA 3.5. Let F and G be two subspaces of H, and let (~, ( . , .  ~)  
and (g', ( •, • )~) be two other Euclidean spaces. We denote by L (K) an 
operator from ~ar (~)  into H with range F (G). Then, setting A = L'K, we 
have 
F _1_ G ¢* A = 0, (3.7a) 
F N G ± = L[Ker(K*L)] = R(L  - LA(A*A)-A*) .  (3.7b) 
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Moreover, when G c F, 
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F n G -L= R(L  - K(K*K) -K*L ) .  (3.8) 
Proof. The equivalence (3.7a) is readily seen. There exists, for each 
y ~ F, a vector a ~ ~- such that y = La .  Moreover, when y is orthogonal 
to G, it is in particular orthogonal to (KK*L)a (~G).  It follows that 
IKK*L)aIIZ~ = (La , (KK*L)a> = 0, so a ~ KerA* and y ~ L(Ker A*). 
Conversely, for each y ~ L(Ker A*) (thus in F), there exists ot ~ Ker A* 
such that y =La .  Since any z~ G may be written z=K/3 ,  where /3 
belongs to ~', we have 
( y,  z> = (La ,  K/3> = (A 'a , /3>~ = O, 
which means that y ~ G ± . Thus the first equality in (3.7b) is true. 
Since L(Ker K 'L )  = F n G 1 , the range of 
LIIKerr, L = L - L I Ia(L.r )  = L - LA(  A*A) -A*  
is also F n G ± , and (3.7b) holds. 
Setting L' = L - K (K*K) -K*L ,  we have for a ~ ~rand/3  ~ ~': 
( L 'a ,  K/3> =(( I IK~rK.L)u ,  K/3) =(  ( K* I IKer r ,L )  a ,  /3)~ = O. 
We deduce that R(L ' )  is included in G ± and also, when G c R(L) = F, in 
F; consequently, we have 
R(L') c F n G ' .  (3.9) 
Conversely, any y ~ F n G ± may be written y = La  with (K*L )a  = 0 
(since we have y ~ G ±= [R(K)] ±= Ker K*). Thus, it follows that y = L 'a  
and F O G ± c R(L'), whence, taking into account (3.9), (3.8) is deduced. • 
As a result of this lemma, we may state an answer to the above problem: 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Setting dp = (L*KK*L) - ,  • = (K*LL*K) - ,  [, = 
K - KK*LdPL*K, and K = L - LL*K~K*L ,  we have F e (F  n G ±) = 
R(L - / ( ( / ( * / ( ) - / ( L )  and G e (G n F ±) = R(K - L(/,*/~)-L*K). 
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3.4. Towards a Canonical Analysis of More than Two Subspaces 
It is not easy to investigate a CA when there are more than two subspaces 
by using the above-considered operators; that is why the proposition recalled 
below (see Dauxois and Pousse [13]) is a noteworthy result. For (l, k) ~ A z 
(l 4: k), we set 
BJ, k = ( PI + Pk - 1) = Pe - Pk • and nl. k =(el  -]- ek - -  
The operators B~, k and Be. k [regarded as being in .Z~(W 1 + W 2) for the 
latter operator] are symmetric operators. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. 
(1) For (l, k) ~ A 2 (1 ¢: k), when Wl, kl ~ Wll,k # O, this space is an 
eigenspace of BI, k associated with the eigenvalue O. For each eigenvector ~ of 
BI, k associated with the nonzero eigenvalue A, Pl( a) and Pk( el) are respec- 
tively eigenvector of Vl, k and Vk. l associated with the eigenvalue A~. 
(2) Any eigenvector (if it exists) of V1, k associatedwith an eigenvalue 0
is sent to 0 by BI, k. Any eigenvector (if it exists) of VI, k associated with the 
eigenvalue 1 is also an eigenvector of BI, k associated with the same eigen- 
value. Let f be a unit eigenvector VI. k associated with an eigenvalue A in 
]0, 1[; putting g = [IPefII-1plf = A-1elf, then f + eg (where • = +1)is  an 
eigenvector of Be. k associated with • v~, 
This proposition shows that the CA of W 1 and W~ is also derived from 
the spectral analysis of B1, 2. Thus, a canonical analysis of k Euclidean spaces 
W 1 . . . . .  W k can be defined by considering the spectral analysis of 
3.5. Canonical Analysis for Operators 
It is well known that the mapping ( . , .  >~ :(K, L )~ [.£P(H,,,~]2 ~ 
tr(KL*) e • is an inner product. The Euclidean space (S'~( H, ,g"), ( - , .  >2) 
will be denoted by HS(H,,g") [simply HS(H)  when n = ,~.  
As .EP(H,,,T¢ ') is spanned by {u ® v; u ~ H, v ~,,~}, it is isomorphic to 
the algebraic tensor product H ®,,~ of H and X. Moreover, since for each 
(uk,v k) ~ H ×,,~,"(k = 1,2) one has 
<u 1 ®v, ,u  2 ®v2> 2 =<ul,u2><vl, v2> ~, (3.10) 
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HS(H,,¢~') is isometric to the tensor product H ®,Ze'of the Euclidean spaces 
(H, < . , .  )u) and (~, < . , .  )a-). 
For K ~ HS(H) and L ~ HS(cW), the map defined on HS(H,,~") by 
K ®z L : U ~ HS(H,,gQ ~ LUK* ~ HS(H,~W) 
is called tensor product of operators (see Bourbaki [5], Dauxois, Romain, and 
Viguier [15]) of K by L. Recall that for (u,v)  ~ H ×X, one has 
(K  @tL)(u ® v) = (Ku) @ (Lv)  and (K ®tL)* = K* ®lL*, (3.11) 
and, given K k ~ HS(H) and L k ~ HS(]I), 
(K, ®t L1) (K~ ®1L2) -- ( K, K2) ®t(L,L~). (3.12) 
Let F and G be subspaces of H and,,~ respectively. The space HS(F, G) 
is spanned by {u ® v; u ~ F, v ~ G}, and so is isomorphic (therefore 
identified) with the subspace span[u ® v; u ~ F, v ~ G} of HS(H,,,~). It is 
not difficult to prove. 
LEMMA 3.6. [I F ®t II c /S the orthogonal projector on HS(F, G). 
Let Wt k (l = 1, 2) be a subspace of the Euclidean space n k (k = 1, 2). 
Denoting by e~ the orthogonal projector from H k onto Wt k, we set Ut k = trl k 
and tr? = UtkUa k_ t" For k = 1, 2, let 
. . . . . .  , , -1  . . . . . .  
be a principal part of the CA of W~ and W~. Thus, we have 
s k 
UI k = pkek = E p;kg~ ® fik, (3.13) 
i= l  
and the CA of the subspaces HS(W•,W•) and HS(W2x, W~) of the 
Euclidean space HS(H 1, Hz) arises from the spectral analysis of 
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Taking into account (3.13) and using properties of ®l and @ (see Section 
2.1), it follows that 
s I 8 2 
Ul E E ,1 ,21 
i=1 j= l  
S 1 8 2 
Z Z 
= PtPj tg; ® gf) ¢9(ff ®fg)" (3.14) 
i=1 j= l  
As ( f l  ®fT) ' J and (g] ® g~), j are orthonormal systems, Equation (3.14) 
exhibits a principal part of the C'A of HS(W11, W?) and HS(W~, W~), and we 
h ave: 
PROPOSITION 3.8. The family of nonzero canonical coefficients of the CA 
of the subspaces HS(W1 ~, Wp) and HS(W), W~) of the Euclidean space 
rl 12X H S(H 1, H 2) is the family (Pij = Pi Pj )i ~ ~, j ~ ~. The canonical pair associ- 
ated with p,j is ((f l  ® fT),(g ~ ® g~)). 
REMARK 3.1. 
(1) To get the nonincreasing complete sequence of canonical coefficients, 
it would be necessary togive a new enumeration fthe p~j's in the form of a 
nonincreasing sequence (P,)u~ 1 ...... ls~. Evidently, it is not possible to give 
such an enumeration i  general cases. 
(2) According to the above-mentioned isometries, the previous proposi- 
tion may be regarded as giving the CA of algebraic tensor product W) ® W12 
and W~ ® W~ when those of W) and W) on the one hand, and of Wp and 
W~ on the other hand, are known. Of course, the symbol ® here means the 
formal tensor product of Euclidean space. 
(3) The framework defined in Section 3.1 enables us in particular to 
consider the CA of subspaces of the usual Euclidean space of n × m 
matrices with real entries. Since the connections ( ee Dauxois, Romain, and 
Viguier [15]) between the (functional) tensor product ®t and the (matricial) 
Kronecker product and the vec operation are known, the previous proposition 
may be used for CA of subspaces consisting of matrices that are Kronecker 
products of matrices that belong to given suitable spaces of matrices. 
3.6. Canonical Analysis Under Linear Constraints 
Now, we define a CA under linear constraints, in a meaning which will be 
made precise later. If the idea is an elementary one, getting such an analysis 
is of more interest. 
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3.6.1. Definition. What  Spectral Analysis? Again with the same nota- 
tion, we introduce in addition a subspace W t' of H (l = 1, 2; dim W l' = p}). 
DEFINITION 3.3. The CA of W 1 and Wz under constraints W~ and Wd 
is the CA o f~ =W 1 NW~ andYf 2 =W eNWd.  
This CA leads to spectral analysis of tr~rt,~2 (either U~rl,~r ,or V~,~r~). 
Clearly, when W[ is a subspace of W l (l = 1, 2), the CA under constraints i
nothing other than the CA of W[ and Wd; given a generating system of W[,  
we know (see Section 3.2) how to obtain it. The case is more interesting when 
is different from WI'; we must express the orthogonal projector I I~ onto 
Let ~t = {el, ; n = 1 . . . . .  Pt} and 8" t' = {e}. n; n = 1 . . . . .  p}} be generat- 
ing systems respectively of W I and W t' (1 = 1, 2). As in Section 3.2, we 
construct from ~' the operators L'~ whose range is W t' and F[, k = L'FL'k 
(F[ = F[,I). Setting 
Ez, k = LTG and El = Et, l, 
QI = L'IL'F - L'I~,~ FEL~ -- LlFt- '~lL'F + LiFl-'d,l'd,~rz-L~, 
Z l = I - (L'F - ~ ,~F I -L~)Qi - (L '  l - L tF l -~t )  , 
and denoting by Q~ and Z~ the analogous operators deduced by permuting 
L t and L'l, we may state 
LEMMMA 3.7. The orthogonal projector onto ~ = W t N W t' is 
= L'tZ (Z  r;zt)-z  = L Z;(ZF rtz;)-zFrz.  
Proof. Notice that ~t = W[ N (Wtl) -L . As W l = R(Lt), Wli = Ker L'~ 
is the range of K=I IKerL ~. From Lemma 3.5 we have ~= R(L' z -  
L' l A(  A*A) -A* ) ,  where 
A = Lt/* 1-IKer L~ = L~ -- L t~I ' I imLi  = L~ - ~r l -L~,  
and ~ is the range of L' l - L'z(L'I* - ~Ft -L~)Qi - (L '  l - LzFt-]~ l) = L'IZ I. 
II 
Setting 
= r;Zz)-Z , (3 .15)  
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(and denoting by T[ the analogous operator to T l but with L z replaced by 
L'/) there follows 
PROPOSIT ION 3.9. The CA of W 1 and W e under constraints W; and W~ 
comes from the spectral analysis of one of the operators 
T = TII'[,2T2F~,I or T' = T;FI,eT~Fe, ~. (3.16) 
Proof. Since I I~ = L'tTlL' ~ = LtT[L~, one has 
U~,~ = L',T1F'I,2TeL'~ = Lf~F,,eT~L* 2. 
By using Lemma 3.2 (C corresponds to Tf'I,2T2; fit corresponds to L't), the 
spectral analysis of T is characterized by that of U~,~,  so it furnishes the 
CA of 7/" 1 and 7f  z. • 
The operators written in (3.15) and (3.16) have an immediate matricial 
"translation.'" 
3.6.2. A Particular Case. Suppose W t' = Lt(Ker B~'), where B l is an 
operator defined on (~t, ( "," )~) and with values in RP' such that R(B/) c 
R(L~). Then the following result can be shown (see Dauxois and Nkiet [16]): 
LEMMA 3.8. 
IIw[ = L f l - L  ~ - L fFBz(  B~' F1-Bl) -B~' Ft-L ~ . (3.17) 
Setting V t = F i -  FI-Bt(B~'Ft-Bt)-B~'F t- (l = 1,2), and again by using 
Lemma 3.2, we obtain 
PROPOSITION 3.10. Suppose, for l = 1, 2, one of the following assump- 
tions holds: 
(H1) F t /s invertible; 
(H2) R(B l) is a subspace of R(L~). 
Then the CA of W~ and W 2 under constraints W[ = LI(KerB~') and 
W~ = L2(Ker B~ ) results from the spectral analysis of V = V lr'l, 2Vz I'z, ~. 
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Several methods in statistics can be considered as particular cases of the 
frame developed in Section 3.1; we consider some of them, but here we will 
refer only to Definition 3.2. 
For l = 1, 2 let (2~1, ( •, • >l) be a Euclidean space with dimension Pl, 
and let X 1 be a Euclidean random variable (E.r.v.), that is, one that is defined 
on a probability space (f~, a¢', P) and with values in the measurable space 
(2~,~'zt), where ~q~zt is the or-algebra of the Borel sets of 2~t. We assume that 
X t has a covariance operator. In the space L2(P) consisting of real r.v.'s with 
second moments, we consider the usual inner product (X, Y) ~ (X, Y > = 
~:(XY ). We denote by 11A the indicator of A ~ ~¢. 
4.1. Canonical Analysis of Two Euclidean Random Variables 
We introduce the subspaces of L2(P) defined by W l = span{(Xl, u)t; 
u ~ ~}, Wl 1 = span{ ][a} + Wt and H = W 1 + W). 
4.1.1. Linear and Nonlinear Canonical Analysis 
DEFINITION 4.1. The noncentered linear canonical analysis (LCA) [the 
centered LCA] of X 1 and X 2 is the canonical analysis of the subspaces W 1 
and W z [W) and W~] o f (n , (  . , -  )). 
Thus, every canonical pair of the noncentered LCA consists of a linear 
form (u, X1>1 of X 1 and a linear form (v, X2)2 of X 2 (u ~,  v ~'~2); 
that is the reason why this analysis is termed a linear one, as opposed to 
another analysis, called a nonlinear CA, where canonical pairs would be 
formed of a real function of X 1 and a real function of X 2 (see Dauxois and 
Pousse [13]). 
We here define the noncentered covariance operator Al, k (simply de- 
noted by A t when l = k; called the cross-covariance operator when l ~ k) of 
X t and X k by 
At, k = E( X k ® X l ) : l )  e~ k ~ u ----- E(<©, Xk>kXl )  e~ I. 
When ~t is equipped with an orthonormal basis 8~i = {el, n; n = 1 . . . . .  Pt} 
(l = 1, 2) and Xt, n is the nth coordinate of X z in this basis, the matrix of 
At, k is the Pz × Pk (Gram) matrix ~_(Xz,,Xk, m) (n is the number of the row). 
The (centered) covariance operator of X l and X k is the noncentered 
covariance operator of Xl* = X l - X l and X~" ; it is denoted by Vt, k (VI when 
l = k), and one has Vl, k = At, k - -~k ® -~t. 
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Since ~n belongs to W 1 ¢q W~, the maximal canonical coefficient is 1, 
and an associated canonical pair is (~n, lln). We set Wl* = span{(u, Xl* )z; 
u ~}-  For each u ~,  (u, Xt)l (~ span{2n}) belongs to Wt 1 and 
~_((u, X t)z (u, Xl* )l) = 0; thus, Wt I is the orthogonal direct sum of span{ 2n} 
and Wt*. Hence, the principal part of the centered LCA of X 1 and X 2 is 
obtained by associating {1, ~n, ]In} with the principal part of the canonical 
analysis of the subspaces WI* and W2*, that is, the noncentered LCA of the 
centered r.v.'s X~' and X*. Thus, canonical pairs which are different from 
(]in, ~n) for the centered LCA are composed of a linear form of X~' and a 
linear form of X~ (which explains the name of the centered LCA), and the 
associated canonical coefficients are linear correlation coefficients. 
REMARK 4.1. Since the centered LCA of X 1 and X 2 is completely 
known as soon as LCA of X* and X~' is calculated, we do not restrict he 
generality of the study of the centered LCA of two r.v.'s by assuming that 
these r.v.'s are centered. 
To avoid trivial canonical analyses, we suppose that W t and W 2 are not 
orthogonal, which is equivalent o assuming that the noncentered cross- 
covariance operator A1.2 is not the zero operator, and that the centered LCA 
of X 1 and X z is not a pathological one with only canonical coefficients 1 and 
0; this means that we assume that WI* and W2* are not orthogonal subspaces 
and hence the cross-covariance operator of X l and X~ is different from zero. 
A natural question arises immediately: Under what condition(s) is it 
equivalent o resolve the centered LCA and noncentered LCA--that is to 
say, under what condition is the principal part of the centered LCA of X 1 
and X 2 obtained by eventually joining (1, 1In, ~n) to the principal part of 
the noncentered LCA of X 1 and Xz? An answer (see Ghomari [22] or Pousse 
[37]) is 
LEMMA 4.1. In order that the noncentered and the centered LCA of two 
E.r.v.'s X l and X 2 be equivalent, it suffices that a n belong to Wt. k for k ~ 1 
in A ={1,2 ,1" ,2±}.  
4,1.2. Achieving LCA. Henceforth, to shorten the discussion, we only 
consider in Section 4.1 the case of centered LCA, and so, taking into account 
the above remarks, we assume that X t is a centered r.v. (for the noncentered 
case, see Dauxois and Nkiet [16]). Thus, according to Lemma 4.1, we must 
study the CA of W 1 and W 2. 
The range of the operator ~t :u ~ ~ (u, Xl)l ~ H is W l and the 
adjoint operator ~'l* is defined by ~l*(Z) = IF(ZX t) (Z ~ H). An obvious 
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calculation shows that ~l*~k = Vt, k and the orthogonal projector onto W t is 
Pt = ~tVi-~t *. Without loss of generality, we may assume that Pl is less than 
P2, and the centered LCA is given by the spectral analysis of U1, 2 = PIP2 = 
Let 
(( p,),=, ....... (f, =(u,  ,, x,>,),, (g, 
be a principal part of the LCA of X 1 and X 2. The pair (ul, i, u2. i) is termed a 
canonical factor.  Since, for 1 = 1, 2 and i >/2, <ul, i, Xt) l  must be orthogonal 
[in LZ(P)] to {fj; j = 1 . . . . .  i - 1}, we introduce the subspaces 
~1 =~'~l and for i > 1, 
~t '=  (u  ~;  V j  = 1 . . . . .  i -  1, VlU,Ul,j> l = 0). 
For each i, ( Pi, fi, gt) is characterized by [see (3.2)] 
P, = <fi, g , )  = max ¢(V lU ,U l ) l  ¢ (V2u,v )  2 
,u  v 
So we meet with a more classical notion of CA of r.v.'s 
The previous development is coordinate free. When Z t is equipped with 
the orthonormal basis g't, (u, Xz)t is a linear combination of the Xz.n's. The 
above optimization problem which leads to LCA agrees with the standard CA 
of two random vectors (see Anderson [1] or Eaton [19], for instance). 
REMARK 4.2. Clearly, by considering only coordinates Xt, n that are 
linearly independent we obtain a basis of W z. Consequently, possibly after 
"canceling" some coordinates, we may assume that (X/,n) ~ is a linearly 
independent system, then V z is a (strictly) positive operator. 
Evidently, it is possible to use the coordinates Xt, ,  for getting an LCA. 
Denoting by Lg the operator L t : a = (a I . . . . .  ap)  ~ R pz ~ ~pL 1 an Xl, ~ ~ 
H, where • pz is equipped with its canonical basis and its usual inner product, 
the CA of W 1 and W 2 is obtained by spectral analysis of one of the operators 
(or diagonalization of one of the matrices) written in Section 3.2. The 
operator Fz, k is defined by Fl, k(a) = ( ' " ,  ~'~'P~I ~-(Xk,,Xt, m)a,,  " " )~ Rpt 
(the matrix of Ft, k is the covariance matrix of the coordinates of X t and Xk). 
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The isomorphism (pt:b = E~'=I brael, m ~l  "-> b =(b l . . . . .  bp,) ~ R p' 
allows us to identify 2~1 to R m, so we have Vt. k = ~o~ 1Ft 'k ~°k. 
Denoting by Fx, and Fx~ ' xk respectively the covariance matrix of X t and 
the cross-covariance matrix of X I and X k, the noncentered LCA of the 
centered r.v.'s X 1 and X 2 is completely obtained by diagonalizing one of the 
matrices 
_ _ 1 /2  
or  (rx,  r ;  . 
4.1.3. Invariance in LCA 
a. Some preliminary remarks. Let ( pi ( X1, X2 ) ) ~ = l ...... • be the nonin- 
creasing complete sequence of canonical coefficients of the noncentered LCA 
of X 1 and X z. For 1 = 1, 2, we consider a linear map A t from 2~t into the 
Euclidean space (~d z, < . , -  >)/e) with dimension qt. The r.v. Yl = At Xt has 
again a covariance operator and is centered. We may state 
PROPOSITION 4.1. We have P~(Y1, Y2) <~ P~(X1, X2) (i = 1, . . . ,  st). 
Proof. The noncentered LCA of the centered E.r.v.'s Y1 and Y~ is the 
CA of W~ and W~, where W 1' = span{< y, Yt >//~; Y ~ ~} = span{< A~ y, Xt>l; 
Y ~ ~/z}. Since W~' c W t (l = 1, 2), Proposition 3.4 leads to the result. 
We will say with an obvious abuse, that the LCA of X 1 and X 2 is 
invariant under the transformation (A~, A 2) if 
sy=s  x and pi(Y1,Y~) =p,(X1,  Xz) (i = 1 . . . . .  Sx). 
Similar arguments to the above lead to 
PROPOSITION 4.2. When A 1 and A z are isomorphisms, the noncentered 
LCA of the centered r.v.'s X 1 and Xe is invariant under the transformation 
(A1, A2). Moreover, irA t is an invertible affine transformation from ~l into 
~,  the nonzero canonical coefficients of the centered LCA of YI and Ye are 
those of the centered LCA of X 1 and Xz. 
In the case where V t is a positive symmetric operator on 2~l (thus, V t is an 
invertible operator), the nonzero canonical coefficients of the noncentered 
LCA of the r.v.'s X 1 and X 2 are those of the noncentered LCA of the E.r.v.'s 
Y~ = V(1/2X1 and Y2 = V21/2X2. For l = 1,2, the covariance operator of 
Yt is the identity on 2~t. 
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REMARK 4.3. From Remarks 4.1 and 4.2, it results that it is possible, 
without loss of generality for the study of noncentered LCA, to confine 
oneself to the case where the covariance operator Vt (l = 1, 2) is the identity 
on ,~/. 
b. Invariance: general problem. The results in Section 3 enable us to get a 
necessary and sufficient condition more general than the condition stated in 
Proposition 4.2 for invariance of nonzero canonical coefficients under sepa- 
rated linear transformations. The subspace W l' = span{( y, Yt)~t, Y ~ ,~¢t} is 
included in W z. Putting, for 1 --- 1, 2, ~t'(Y) = ( Y, Yt)~'~ (Y ~ ~/t), we have 
~l '=  ~tA~, (4.1) 
V'  = PF(Y k ® Yt) = AtVI kA~ = r,*r, l,k , B lbk"  (4.2) 
Now,  we can state 
PROPOSITION 4.2. (X  l, X 2) and (Y1, Y2) have the same nonzero canoni- 
cal coefficients if  and only if  the following condition is satisfied: 
Vl ,3_  l = V IAT(  AIV IA~) -  AIVI,3_I . (4.3) 
Proof. According to property (iv) in Proposition 3.5, ( X 1, X z) and (Y1, Yz) 
have the same nonzero canonical coefficients if and only if for l = 1, 2 
W z e W t' c VC~3_t)_. (4.4) 
By using Lemma 3.5, W l e W t' is the range of 
~l -- ~/'[(~z')*~z']-(~/')*~l = ~z -- ~IA~(A,VIA~)-AIVI ,  
and (4.4) is equivalent o (~t -  ~IA~(AytA~)-AtVI)*~a-t  = O; thus, the 
equality (4.3) holds. • 
Of course, if for l = 1, 2 the transformation A t is an isomorphism, then 
(4.3) is verified. The following result shows that there can be found two 
transformations A 1 and A 2 that are not one-to-one, but preserve the nonzero 
canonical coefficients of X 1 and X2. 
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COaOLLARY 4.1. Let us consider the following operators: 
Ao, l = I l - IIR(v~.3_t ) and A t = I l - IIRtvtAo,O. 
Then the nonzero canonical coefficients of (X 1, Xz) are invariant under the 
transformation (X  1, X 2) ~ (A  1 X 1, A 2 X2). 
c. Selection of variables in LCA. For l = 1, 2 consider the decomposition 
~t 1 (9 ~ into an orthogonal direct sum of ~t, where ~-~z k (k - 1, 2) is a 
subspace of ~ with dimension pk. Denoting by rr t k the orthogonal projec- 
tor onto ~t k, we have X z =X~ + Xl ~= ¢rt, lX  t +'~rt, iXl, where Xt k is a 
centered E.r.v. with values in ~k  Every element of a canonical pair 
((Ul,~, X1)1, (u2, i, X2)z) of the LCA of X 1 and Xz may be written 
(4, ak) 
From Proposition 4.1 we have 
s x, <~s x and p i (X  1 ,X~)  <~pi (X , ,X2)  ( i=  1 . . . . .  sxl ). (4.6) 
Now, we search for a necessary and sufficient condition for the LCA of 
X~ and Xz 1 to give as much "'information" as that of X 1 and X 2, that is to 
say, for the inequalities in (4.6) to be edlualities or, what is equivalent, 
u~,~ = 0 for any i and l = 1, 2. Clearly, this problem is a particular case of the 
previous ubsection. 
For (r, t, k, l) in {1, 2} 4, we use the following notation: 
v ,T  = ® xr) ,  Vlr  = E(×k X;) = 
As a consequence of (4.3), we obtain 
COROLLAIaY 4.2. The noncentered LCA of the centered E.r.v.'s X~ and 
X 1 furnishes the same information about the nonzero canonical coefficients as 
the LCA of X 1 and X 2 if and only if 
v ,3_ l  = l. 
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When 2~1 is equipped with the basis ~l, the choice of 2~/1 may be seen as 
a selection of some coordinates of X I. It is easily seen that the previous 
results generalize the analogous ones obtained when 2~/= R pt by Fujikoshi 
[91]. 
4.1.4. LCA of E.R.V.'s under Linear Constraints. The LCA of random 
vectors under linear constraints has been studied by several researchers ( ee, 
for instance, Bockenbolt and Bockenbolt [4], Takane et al. [40]). Given 
centered r.v.'s X 1 and X 2, we look for a noncentered LCA under linear 
constraints on canonical factors ut. i (l = 1, 2). These constraints may either 
belong to the range of an operator A t with values in ~/ or belong to the 
kernel of a linear map defined on an Euclidean space 2~t and with values in 
~/l. For any A t ~X,~e~,X~t) if I t is the identity on 2~, we have 
KerA* = R( I  t - II,m a) =R[I~ - A(A*A)-A*], 
R(A) = ker[I t - A( A*A) -A* ] ;  
thus the two approaches are equivalent, and it suffices for instance to 
consider the second type of constraints. Consequently, we impose on the 
canonical factors the constraints 
aTu = o. (4.7) 
Noncentered LCA under these constraints i  the CA of the subspaces W~ and 
W E, where W[ = span{(u, Xl)t; u ~2~1, A~u = 0} = ~t(Ker AT). 
By using Proposition 3.10, we obtain 
COaOLLARY 4.3. Suppose one of the following hypotheses i satisfied: 
HI' .  V t is one-to-one. 
H2'. AT = ~l* B, where B is some operator. 
Then the LCA of X 1 and X 2 under the constraints (4.7) is obtained by 
spectral analysis of 
U = UYl,2U2V2,1, 
where U z = V F -  Vt-At( ATV[Az) -ATV t .  
REMARK 4.4. Setting T t = ~tVi-~t* - ~tVi-At(A~Vi-At)-AT~I* =
~tUl ~t* (l = 1, 2), we have T1T z = ~IU1V1. zU2 ~*. In accordance with Lemma 
3.2 (applied with C = UIVI,2U2), there is a correspondence b tween the 
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spectral analyses of U and of T1T 2. The CA under the linear constraints here 
considered is obtained by spectral analysis of TiT 2, as shown by Yanai and 
Takane [44]. 
In the previous problem, the constraint W t' is included in the space W I. It 
may be of interest to consider subspaces Wt' that are not included in W I. That 
is the case for instance when we are looking for (maximal) correlations 
between a linear form of X1, which is required to be also a linear form of Y1, 
and a litiear form of both X2 and Y2, where Yz is a centered r.v. with values 
in ~.  Clearly, this problem comes down to the LCA of X 1 and X 2 under the 
constraints 
(U, X l )  l = (13, Y l )~ l. (4.8) 
Under the assumption that a linear map transforming Xt into YI (l = 1, 2) 
does not exist and inversely, it is obvious that the constraint Wl '= 
span{( y, Yt)~'t; Y ~ Yt} is not included in W t. We set V l = E(Y t ® X l) and 
S~ -.~ ~lt~l '* -- ~l '~l*W ~l* -- ~lVl-Vl~[ * + ~lVl  ~ lV l *W ~l*, 
s?  - -  - ( - vTv f  - and S, -- S?(S?V;S?)-V,* .  
By using Proposition 3.9 we get 
COaOLLARY 4.4. The noncentered LCA of the centered r .v .  X 1 and X 2 
under the constraint (4.8) /s furnished by spectral analysis of S = 
alE;,  2 52V2,1. 
4.2. (Factorial) Correspondence Analysis 
There are no new results in the two following subsections, but it may be 
of interest to recall some remarks about correspondence analysis and factorial 
discriminant analysis related to the approach developed in this paper. 
4.2.1. Nonlinear CA of Two Categorical Variables. For l--- 1, 2, we 
consider here a categorical variable Z t, formalized as a r.v. defined on 
(~,  a¢, P) and with values in (1~ z, J~(l~t)), where ~t is the finite set {al; 
i = 1 . . . . .  Pl} and ,~(1~ l) is the set of all the subsets of lq l, and we denote 
by W t the Space of real functions f(Zl).  It is clear that f is constant on any 
A} = [Z t = al]; thus Wt = sPan{]]A}; 1 ~< i ~< Pl} is a finite-dimensional space 
of L2(P). 
DEFINITION 4.2. The CA of W~ and W 2 in H = W 1 + W 2 is said to be 
nonlinear CA (NLCA) of Z 1 and Z 2. 
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Any canonical pair of the NLCA of Z 1 and Z 2 has the form (f(Z1), g(Z2)). 
We here meet with a very particular case of NLCA (see Dauxois and Pousse 
[13]). Since ][a belongs to W 1 (3 Wz, the maximal canonical coefficient is 1, 
and an associated pair is (][a, ][a)- Other canonical pairs of this NLCA are 
composed of centered real r.v.'s with variance 1, and the second canonical 
coefficient P2 is the maximal correlation of Z 1 and Z 2 (cf. R~nyi [38]); it is 
easily seen that in order that Z 1 and Z 2 be independent, i  is necessary and 
sufficient hat the nonincreasing complete sequence of nonzero canonical 
coefficients of their NLCA be reduced to {1}. 
The orthogonal projector onto Wl is the conditional expectation ~:zz. We 
put, for any ( i , j ) :  p,j = P(A~ (q A{), p,.= P(A~) and p.j = P(AJ2), and 
without loss of generality we assume that p~.4:0 and p.j # 0 for any (i, j), 
and that p~ is less than P2. We simply write f( i)  instead of f(al) and 
analogously for g or h. Easy calculations give 
Ul( f (  Xl )  ) =(N:ZlEZ2)l~(f(Z1)) = h( Z1), 
Pl P2 
with h( i )= ~] ~,, P'JPk-------~Jf(k), 
k=l j=l Pi.P.j 
and if (( Pk)l ....... (fk(Z1))k, (gk(Z2))k) is a principal part of the NLCA of Z 1 
and Z 2 (so we have Pl = 1), we obtain 
p, p~ (p , j )2  
t rUt=l+ ~P~= E E 
2 i= 1 j= 1 Pi.P.j 
and 
Pij .L 
Vi, j ,  = ~,, pkfk(i)gk(j).  
Pi.P.j k = 1 
If we choose the basis {liar; i = 1 . . . . .  Pt} of W l, and if we denote by D 1 
[D 2 ] the diagonal matrix diag( Pl . . . . . .  Ppl.) [diag( p.j)] and by T the Pl × Pz 
matrix whose entries are p,j, then the NLCA of Z 1 and Z 2 is therefore 
obtained by diagonalization f D{ITD~ 1 tT or D{l/ZTD~l tTD{1/2. 
4.2.2. Using NLCA for Correspondence Analysis. Associate to Z l the 
E.r.v. X l = (]IA] . . . . .  ][Aft) with values in NIP*. Then one of the various 
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definitions of correspondence analysis is 
DEFINITION 4.3. The correspondence analysis of the categorical vari- 
ables Z 1 and Z 2 is the noncentered LCA of the associated E.r.v.'s X 1 and 
X 2 • 
We only indicate some remarks: 
(1) The noncentered LCA of X 1 and X z is the CA of W 1 = span{ ][A~} = 
W a and W 2 = span{ ]~A~} = W2" Thus, the correspondence analysis possesses 
properties of both LCA and NLCA. 
(2) Since ]]a E W1.2, the noncentered LCA of X 1 and X 2 is equivalent 
(see Lemma 4.1) to the centered LCA of X 1 and X 2. 
(3) The former esults enable us to get correspondence analysis of Z 1 and 
Z 2 and give some elementary properties. 
(4) The coefficient p2 of correspondence analysis appears as both the 
coefficient of Hirsfeld and the maximal canonical coefficient of LCA; this 
property has been used by Sethuraman (see [39]) for studying the asymptotic 
properties of the sample coefficient P2. 
4.3. (Factorial) Discriminant Analysis 
Now, we consider a "mixed" situation, that is we look at a r.v. (X l, Z2), 
where X 1 is a E.r.v. with values in the Euclidean space ~ (with dimension 
Pl) which admits a covariance operator and a categorical variable Z 2 taking 
values in {a J; j = 1 . . . .  ,__/92}. With the above__ notation, we consider the CA of 
the subspace W 1 and W 2 in H = W 1 + W 2. Every canonical pair is com- 
posed of a linear form of X 1 and a real function of Z2; that is why this 
analysis is referred to as a mixed analysis. The orthogonal projectors onto W 1 
(as in Section 4.1.2 with V t changed to A l) and onto ~W 2 (i.e. E z~) can be 
easily written; so there is no difficulty for such an analysis. 
DEFINITION 4.4. The factorial discriminant analysis o fX  1 and Z 2 is the 
mixed analysis of X 1 and Z2, that is, the CA of W 1 and W 2. 
Taking into account he above results, the discriminant analysis is the 
noncentered analysis of X 1 and X 2 (r.v.'s with values in • p2 associated with 
Z 2 as in Section 4.2). Usually, it is assumed that X l is a centered r.v. (or 
eventually is replaced by the associated centered r.v.). Thus, since ][~ 
Wl12 , it follows from Lemma 4.1 that the centered LCA and the noncen- 
tered LCA of X 1 and X 2 coincide. 
The authors thank the referee for valuable suggestions. Special thanks are 
due to F. Bloore, j. Baker, and G. Chapman. 
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